
APED
_______________________________________________________________________________
With Aped, NetGaming introduces the first Mutant Ape Yacht Club NFT
themed slot to the igaming industry. #WAGMI multiplier makes sure that
We Are all Gonna Make It!

Go Ape Free Spins start with 5 and can retrigger 3 additional free spins
upon 3 scatters landing on the reels. During free spins, the multiplier
never decreases. Watch your #WAGMI multiplier skyrocket to the moon!

BASE GAME

BASE GAME - #WAGMI MULTIPLIER FEATURE
- Each spin awards #WAGMI multiplier.
- The #WAGMI multiplier chart shows the multiplier applicable to all

wins for that spin. The multiplier increases or decreases with every
spin.

- The minimum and maximum multiplier in the base game is x1 to x10.
- The multiplier changes by a maximum of +/- 2 after each spin and

can never fall below x1.
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APED

GO APE FREE SPINS
- 3 free spins symbols anywhere on the reels award 5 free spins.
- 3 free spins symbols during free spins award 3 additional free spins.
- In free spins #WAGMI multiplier starts with x5.
- The minimum and maximum multiplier in free spins is x5 to x100.
- The multiplier changes by a maximum of +10 after each free spin.
- During free spins the multiplier either increases or remains the same.

It never decreases.
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APED
BUY BONUS FEATURE

- Buy Bonus feature is available only in the Base game.
- Buy Bonus feature is played at 70x Total Cash Bet.
- Buy Bonus guarantees entry into the Free Spins feature.

MOBILE - PORTRAIT
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APED
MOBILE - LANDSCAPE

GAME PROFILE

Min Bet: €0.10 Max Bet: €200

Base Game RTP: 54.32%                         Free Spins RTP: 39.92%

Total Game RTP: 94.23% Buy Bonus RTP: 94.74%

Hit Frequency: 12.45%                            Volatility: Medium

Max Win: €200,000 Languages Supported: 26

JURISDICTIONS

A demo version of the game is available at:
https://netgaming.com/games-demo-lobby/lobby/
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https://netgaming.com/games-demo-lobby/slots/gameLauncher.html?game_name=aped&lang=en&full_site_code=UKGCDEMO&username=ng15

